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Rice in Turkish cuisine is a tradition of hundreds of years if not thousands.
Rice has been one of the basic ingredients of many cuisines throughout the history and
Turkish food is no exception, except the fact that rice in the Turkish cuisine has always
been a ritual on its own. The Turkish word pilav, known as pilav in many languages,
simply refers to rice or other grain cooked with water, stock, or broth mixed with butter,
fat, or oil and prepared either plain or with spices, nuts, meat or vegetables. The Turkish
gastronomy which is dated literally thousands of years has a specific focus on rice
recipes as pilav has both been a shining star of the imperial menus as well as regular
households.

Historians have found recipes of pilav on the 13th century, philosopher Mevlana
Celaleddin Rumi’s own kitchen. In the Ottoman era, pilav with its many different varieties,
had indeed a ceremonial quality. For example, in 1539, Sultan Süleyman the Magniﬁcent
recorded in detail all the foods served at the feast for the circumcisions of his sons
Bayezid and Cihangir in a “feast register.” Pilav varieties which constituted a major
portion of the menu included plain pilav, noodle pilav, saffron pilav, green pilav (colored
with spinach and chard juice), red pilav (with grape molasses), şehriye (thin vermicelli)
pilav, pilav with pomegranate molasses and pilav with flour. In his 17th century
travelogue, the famous traveler Evliya Çelebi mentions various types of pilavs, including
those with saffron, mulberry, pomegranate, wormwood, ambergris, meatballs,
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pistachios, crushed almonds and raisins. By the 18th century, historical findings show
that seafood pilavs had taken their place among the popular flavors of the palace
cuisine.

Making a basic rice pilav have been considered a passing test for apprentice cooks and
brides- to-be for hundreds of years in the Turkish culture. The basic criteria is to have
every single grain to fall apart separately and it is much easier to say this than cooking it.
Just as in the past, pilav in modern Turkey is prepared by a simple technique. The rice is
sorted and washed, then allowed to soak in salted water and drained. It is then fried in
oil (especially butter) and cooked with water and salt. At the end of the cooking
processes, it must be left to rest for 15-20 minutes off the heat in order to achieve its
best consistency.
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Today, plain rice pilav with butter is often seen as a complementary dish to the main
course. However, in the Ottoman period rice pilav was often served very sophisticated,
laced golden with saffron and studded by ruby red barberries as the final course,
ensuring diners were full and acting as a palate cleanser before dessert. Another simple
way the Ottomans elevated plain rice pilav was to add chickpeas, dressed as if covered
by a handful of gold coins. Often, real gold was incorporated to surprise and impress
guests. In fact, each Friday Mahmud Paşa, Mehmed the Conqueror’s famous grand vizier,
hosted an exciting lunch, thrilling his privileged guests at the climax of the meal by
serving a tray full of rice and chickpea pilav made with real gold! Ironically, today’s
chickpea-studded pilav is a common street food popular at food carts in Turkey, typically
served with shredded chicken and often feeding late-night wanderers.
Perde pilavı, is made in the region of Siirt. It is cooked in a special “fez” shaped pot. A
dough made of egg, milk, flour and oil, is rolled into a yufka and spread over the inside of
this pot. The pilav, which has been partially cooked already with partridge or chicken
meat and flavored with almonds and spices, is put into this pan and covered with this
same dough. It is then cooked over coals. When it is done, it is inverted onto a plate, and
is as beautiful as it is delicious. In Diyarbakır, this same dish is called duvaklı pilav.
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The famous hamsi pilav of the Black Sea region, the pilavs made with olive oil in the
Aegean region and the bulgur and white meat pilavs of the Mediterranean coast are all
notable examples of their local culinary cultures.

Pilav has a special place at weddings. It is first among the wedding dishes, cooked with
meat broth and served topped with pieces of meat.
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In Turkey, the coming of spring and the reawakening of nature is celebrated during the
Hıdrellez festival. At such seasonal festivals like Hıdrellez and Nevruz, the serving of pilav
with meat is a widespread tradition.

Similarly, in many regions this fancy lining is made with glistening fried slices of eggplant
and known as patlıcanlı pilav, with golden flesh and purple peel streaks revealing not
only a sight to be seen, but a taste to be savored. In Gaziantep, rice pilav is regarded as a
featured dish and eaten separately, with recipes such as kapamalı pilav, literally “covered
pilav,” featuring the rice swathed in a layer of meat or nuts. Other favorites, like both
Uzbek and Bukhara pilav, are among the most elaborate, standout pilavs, incorporating
onions, carrots, nuts, raisins, and cubed lamb meat among their ingredients.
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Rice pilav still holds a place as one of Turkey’s most versatile plates. The kuru fasulye
pilav duo of beans and rice is often considered as one of Turkey’s national dishes. Rice
pilav also serves as a nice complement to a night at the mezze table, where continuous
toasts of rakı are inevitable. On such nights, seafood enriched rice pilavs with mussels,
octopus, or the aptly named meyhane pilavı, made with, peppers, onions and fried cubes
of eggplants, typically eaten cold or lukewarm, are classic fare. There is also seasonal
must-have rice pilav dishes, with spring welcoming fresh peas and artichokes for
bezelyeli pilav and enginarlı pilav respectively, and the summer delight found in
domatesli pilav, made with sun-dried tomatoes.
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About Turkey
Located in the Mediterranean and connecting Asia and Europe continents that are
separated by famous Bosphorus, Turkey is a unique destination that welcomed last year
about 40 million tourists. The country that has always been a hub for cultural interaction
and home to varying climates inspires the visitors today with its history, nature and
gastronomy that reflect the diversity of civilizations for centuries. Located at the
crossroads of cultures, Turkey has a distinctive understanding of art and fashion which is
the synthesis of tradition and modernity. Turkey's extremely dynamic shopping
and entertainment life also attracts visitors from all over the world.
For more about Turkey please visit:
www.goturkey.com
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